1.	Starting your new circuit
1.1.	Your new circuit may be either booked or unbooked.
1.2.	You will be running 1 card per week.
1.3.	You will not have pay-per-view cards to begin with, as they will be added later on, once you have established your circuit.  For now, your main focus should be putting on an entertaining card each week.
1.4.	You will need to set up 4 referees, designating one of them as your “senior referee”.  Or you may use TNM’s default refs.
1.5.	All matches should have a standard time limit of 20 minutes
1.6.	Semi-main event matches may be given a 30 minute time limit upon your own discretion.
1.7.	All main event matches should have a 60 minute time limit and should be refereed by your senior referee.
1.8.	You should also set up 1 singles title and 1 tag team title.
2.	Choosing wrestlers
2.1.	You are going to hire a total of 20 wrestlers for your new circuit.
2.1.1.	10 will be heels and 10 will be faces.
2.1.1.1.	  You MUST always have an even number of heels and faces in your circuit for these rules to work properly.
2.1.1.2.	  If you turn one wrestler from one side to the other, then you must also turn another wrestler to offset this.  i.e. You make face wrestler A into a heel.  Therefore you must make heel wrestler B a face.
2.1.1.3.	  The reason for this is that heels MUST always wrestle against faces, UNLESS it is in a tournament setting within your circuit.  At no time should you put face vs face or heel vs heel unless it is stated within the rules!
2.1.2.	Of these 20 wrestlers, you are going to designate 1 wrestler as your “franchise” wrestler by giving them a 52 card contract.  This wrestler may be either heel or face.
2.1.3.	Everyone else should receive a contract for 26 cards.


